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Summary





Typical Section of the Highway
This view shows the use of
architecture and landscaping to blend
the highway visually into the
Glenwood Canyon setting. The
continuing parapet wall along the
roadway edge stresses the linear
character of the highway and reduces
the impression of mass. The linear
effect is reflected in the strata of the
pier surfaces. The warm brown tone
of the concrete also reduces the
visual prominence of the highway.
The natural appearance of the river
slope provides a transition from
highway base to river scene.

The design study described in the following
pages indicates conceptually how a highway
of Interstate standards can be accommodated
within Colorado's Glenwood Canyon.
The design concept attempts to protect the
natural character of the Canyon, while providing
a rich scenic experience both on and off the
highway. The concept is summarized here in
terms of the key objectives considered in the
study: placement of the highway in the
confines of the Canyon, protection of the
natural setting, aesthetic compatibility,
scenic and recreational values, and
enhancement of the quality of man-made
development.
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Placement in the Canyon

Two basic methods are used to accommodate
a four-lane highway in the Canyon: (1)
extension of the present highway shelf by
filling along the river edge and (2) the use of
cantilevers and low bridge sections above
the river slope to limit the amount of fill
required. This use of space along and above
the river edge makes it possible, with one
exception, to accommodate both roadways
along the north side of the River, leaving the
south bank intact. The north-side alinement
is departed from only in the vicinity of the
Shoshone Power Plant, where, for scenic
and space purposes, the eastbound roadway
crosses the River and follows the south bank
for about a mile.

Short tunnels are used in two places to
reduce highway curvature or to avoid
substantial cuts in the canyon face.

The Natural Setting

Orientation of the highway toward the River
leaves the canyon walls and slopes largely
undisturbed. This in turn protects the valuable
plant communities on the talus slopes. Less
than seven percent of the canyon face will
require cutting and most of this consists of low
cuts where the face was previously altered.
Where talus cuts are needed, a method is
proposed for supporting the talus base without
affecting the higher slopes or vegetation.

The basic highway cross-section provides a
rock-fall space between the highway edge
and the canyon face along most of the route.
This space is used to accommodate a bicycle
path extending the length of the Canyon.

Along the River, the new fill is conceived as a
natural-looking river edge, irregular in slope,
meandering in edge line, surfaced with rocks
and boulders of varying size, and planted with
small trees, shrubs and grasses appropriate
to the river edge habitat. The slope extends
the length of the project. Where cantilever
walls and bridge piers are used, they generally
rise from the slope—not from the River itself.
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Placement of the highway close to the canyon
floor minimizes the visual intrusion into the
canyon scene. This low aesthetic profile is
supported by the narrow linear design of
interchanges and ramps.

Architecture contributes to the effect by
emphasizing the horizontal "parapet line"
presented by the barrier walls enclosing the
roadways. This strong linear focus reduces
the impression of highway mass.

View from the Road

For the traveler, the proposed highway retains
the present view of the canyon heights with
one significant change: the split alinement
running from Bear Creek east of the
Shoshone Power Plant will give the eastbound
traveler a brief but dramatic view from the
south bank. The same section will provide
a river edge view for the westbound traveler,
and elsewhere the westbound roadway is
terraced above the opposing roadway for the
same scenic purpose. In general, the
combination of river edge structures and
improved river slope should strengthen the
River as a scenic element.

Scenic Areas

Twelve overlooks or overlook areas are
provided in the Canyon, seven for eastbound
users and five for westbound users. Overlook
areas at Grizzly Creek, Shoshone, French
Creek and Bair Ranch are large enough to
provide a range of scenic viewpoints.
They are also activity areas, providing access
to River and Canyon for hiking, boating, and
fishing. At the Shoshone area, which provides
access to Hanging Lake, a pedestrian bridge
across the River and a canyon information
center are proposed. Shelters with picnic
tables and restrooms are provided at the
Bair Ranch and Grizzly Creek activity areas.
Four other overlooks, West Bend, Rocky,
Elkboro, and Bookcliffs, are at special scenic
vistas where limited parking and viewing
space are provided. The bicycle path will
have access to all overlooks and activity areas.

Effect on Development

Most of the commercial and residential
structures now in the Canyon will be removed,
and the concept is also designed to
discourage future development. Locations
most attractive to prospective commercial
development are those which have been
designated as activity areas, reserved for
public use. An exception is the Bair Ranch
area south of the River, and it is proposed
that this area be publicly acquired as a
means of protecting the natural character
of the Canyon.

The design for a more natural-looking slope
along the north edge of the River will
contribute significantly to reducing the
impact of man-made development in the
Canyon.
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The Highway and The Canyon

The National System of Interstate and
Defense Highways, authorized by Congress
in 1956, is the largest public works program
ever undertaken in the United States.
Planned to include 42,500 miles of major
highways, connecting 92% of all cities of
over 50,000 population, the system will cost
more than $75 billion when completed in the
early 1980's. One route in the system of major
importance to Colorado and to the surrounding
region is Interstate Route 1-70. Initially
planned to terminate at Denver, the route
was extended west through the Rocky
Mountains in 1962 to connect to Interstate
Route 1-15 at Cove Fort, Utah. It thus provides
a continuous Interstate connection from
Denver and cities to the east to Los Angeles
and Southern California.

The route selected for 1-70 in western
Colorado generally follows U.S. 6 and 24,
one of three major highways traversing the
Rockies from east to west. Substantial
portions of Interstate 1-70 have been
completed in Colorado. The route is more
than 90% complete from Colorado to its
eastern terminus at Washington, D.C.

One of the critical links of 1-70 remaining
to be completed is the section between Eagle
and Glenwood Springs. Glenwood Canyon
is the historic transportation corridor in that
section, traversed today by the main east-
west line of the Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroad and by U.S. 6 and
24. The Canyon is at the same time one of
the high mountain natural and scenic areas
which preeminently deserves protection.

Alternative routes for a transportation corridor
across the high plateaus adjacent to Glenwood
Canyon have not been acceptable. Citizens
attending public meetings in 1971 in Denver
and Colorado Springs found alternatives
over Cottonwood Pass or across the Flat
Tops above the canyon rim considerably
less desirable than the canyon route. A major
concern was that the high-level alternatives
would traverse primitive areas and cause
more environmental damage than one which
used an existing corridor. Another concern
was that their long, indirect courses would
not divert enough traffic from Glenwood
Canyon to eliminate the need for
improvements to the existing highway in
the Canyon.

13
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The river pool above Shoshone Dam

The Design Concept Study

Last year a select citizen's committee
appointed by Governor John Vanderhoof
reviewed the alternatives and reaffirmed the
judgment arrived at in the public meetings.
In its report of November 16, 1973, the
committee took a further step which led to
the present design concept study. It noted
that satisfaction on the aesthetic impact of a
highway on Glenwood Canyon "must be
sought in the design phase." The committee
asked the Colorado Department of Highways
to employ "design concept teams of experts
in engineering, architecture, aesthetics, and
environmental design and to use what are
considered to be the best parts of the
recommendations of these teams in the
design public hearing that will be held."
This report is one of three commissioned by
the Colorado Department of Highways as a
conceptual basis for preparation of a final
highway design.

The purpose of the design concept study is
to show how a four-lane limited access
highway of Interstate standards can be
physically and aesthetically accommodated
within Glenwood Canyon. It must show the
highway's impact on the natural features of
the Canyon and demonstrate the engineering
practicality of the proposed design.

15
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The Design Setting

A review of existing conditions in the Canyon,
highway design objectives, and critical design
problems.

17
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2 Shoshone Dam
View from the railroad on the south
bank shows bridge structures used in
passing Shoshone Dam without
damage to the canyon wall or to the
talus slope just east of the dam.
A road giving access to the dam is
located beneath the highway.
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Existing Conditions

The Canyon of the Colorado River
encompassed by this study is approximately
13 miles long. It is a notch, 3,000 to 4,000 feet
deep, rimmed by the mesas of the White River
Plateau. The walls are steepest and closest
together in the center portion. West of
Deadman Creek and east of French Creek
the Canyon widens, with a broader floor and
gentler slopes. The river bed occupies
almost the full width of the floor throughout
the Canyon.

Glenwood Canyon is not a wilderness like
the nearby Flat Top region. It is a scenic
attraction and a transportation route, and
with these uses has come development.
The Canyon now contains a railroad, a
highway, a dam and power house, telephone
and power lines, and other scattered
structures. U.S. 6 and 24 lies along
the north bank, and the Denver and Rio
Grande Western Railroad is located along
the south bank of the River. The Shoshone
Dam, water tunnel, and hydroelectric power
plant are owned and operated by the Public
Service Company of Colorado. Those areas
which are currently developed or which serve
as identifying landmarks are shown and
briefly described on the map entitled
"Existing Conditions."
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To Glenwood Springs

State Highway Maintenance Garage

Colorado River

Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad
This railroad was built along the
south river edge in the 19th century.
There are numerous railroad tunnels
through the sheer rock walls.

Grizzly Creek Canyon
U.S. Forest Service has limited picnic
facilities in this canyon. Development
along the highway includes a store, gas
stations, residences and a private
campground.

Vista Dome Monument
"Vista Dome" railroad cars were
created specifically for the scenic trip
through Glenwood Canyon.

Grizzly Creek

Bear Creek

----------

Shoshone Power Plant
A hydroelectric facility of the Public
Service Company of Colorado, in
operation since 1909.

Deadman Creek

Shoshone Dam
This low head dam was constructed
across the Colorado River in 1905.

Shoshone Water Tunnel
Water flowing through this tunnel from
the dam to the power plant provides
the energy for generating electrical
power.

--- --

Elkboro Creek
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Hanging Lake and
Dead Horse Creek Canyon
Hanging Lake, the most famous
attraction of Glenwood Canyon, hangs
on a sheer cliff, 1200 feet above the
canyon floor. It is a two mile hike from
the River up Dead Horse Creek Canyon.

Dead Horse Creek

_

Cinnamon Creek

Itt"

Shoshone Reservoir

Hanging Lake Rest Area

Colorado 5j!_e:._

U.S. Highway 6 and 24
Denver to Grand Junction Highway
The first state-aid road through the
Canyon was constructed in 1899-1902.
U.S. 6 and 24 replaced it in the 1930s.

French Creek
A scenic rest area popular as a stop for
short hikes, picnics, and access to the
river edge.

French Creek

Ike Creek
Spruce Creek

Bair Ranch
The Bair Ranch complex is in a broad
valley along Ike Creek south of the
River. A footbridge connects it with the
highway and with ranch service
buildings north of the River.

Bookcliff
A scenic feature composed of nearly
vertical rock noses jutting out towards
the River.

/ Cottonwood Creek

21
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Looking east toward Hanging Lake
resort at the mouth of Dead Horse
Creek Canyon.

Scenery and Recreation

The scenic experience in Glenwood Canyon
is an ever-changing composition of enormous
cliffs, spur canyons and river. The existing
highway follows the river curves providing
different vistas at each turn. The cliffs expose
an entire geologic sequence which seems to
change as the sun lights them from different
angles. The scene changes also with the
seasons. There are greens in the spring and
summer, golden leaves in the fall, and white
snow in the winter.

Recreation in the Canyon provides a more
direct means of natural and scenic enjoyment
than is attainable from the highway. Activities
include hiking, camping, picnicking, fishing
and boating. Highly commercialized
recreational areas do not presently exist, and
should not be encouraged, since they would
conflict with the emphasis on preserving
natural qualities.

The presence of more than 50 road-edge
pulloffs along the 13 miles of the present
highway is a measure of Glenwood Canyon's
scenic attractions and its popularity as a
recreation area. The pulloffs also pose a
safety problem which the new highway
must remedy.

The River

The Colorado River plays an 'important visual 23
role as a scenic counterweight to the vista
of cliffs and sky. At the same time it suffers
from both natural and man-created problems.
It is laden with sediment from above the
Canyon, and its character is altered by the
dam and power plant. For some distance
above Shoshone Dam, it is a lake-like
reservoir. Between the dam and the power
plant, much of the water is diverted during
low-water periods and, except for small pools,
the River is nearly dry. Below the power plant,
the River flows broadly and naturally.

The River has also been constricted and
altered by previous highway and railroad
construction and is used at times for disposal
of rock slides. Through all this seeming abuse,
it remains an essential element in the
Canyon's scenic quality.
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Zones of plant life above and below
the canyon face
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The Canyon Face

On both sides of the River, the face of the
Canyon is an alternation of colorful vertical
rock walls, relatively flat vegetated slopes,
and talus slopes composed of rock fragments
ranging in slope angle from 25° to 40° above
the horizontal. The faces of the Canyon expose
a sequence of rock strata covering a time
span of over 300 million years. The major
stratigraphic units overlying the pre-Cambrian
rock near the canyon floor are the Sawatch,
Dotsero, Manitou, Chaffee, and Leadville
limestone formations. The effects of past
highway and railroad construction are visible
along the base of the canyon walls and at
the toes of the talus slopes.

The Natural Habitat

Glenwood Canyon is itself a 6arrier to
wildlife movements. Deer, elk, and bear
descend the canyon breaks to the river's
edge, however, particularly at Grizzly Creek
and the eastern portions of the Canyon.
The highway and railroad are obstacles to
this movement of wildlife to water, though
the hazard has not caused a serious loss
of wildlife.

Plant life is principally box elder and other
deciduous growth near the river edge and
pinon trees and juniper bushes on the slopes
of the canyon face. The deciduous growth
was largely introduced in the Canyon following
the original road work and can be replaced
by careful landscape planting. The pinon-
juniper community is nearly impossible to
replace and must be preserved.

25





View showing the river edge below the
present highway

Design Objectives and Problems

The design concept study began with the
following statement of objectives:

Design a safe highway and successfully
place it within the confines of the Canyon.

Provide a facility that is aesthetically
compatible with the Canyon.

Preserve the natural setting, including plants
and wildlife, canyon face and river edge.

Maintain access to the full range of canyon
recreational activities.

Provide a scenic experience both on and
off the highway.

Enhance the quality of the existing man-made
development.

Analysis of the canyon design problem tends 27
to draw all but the first of these objectives
together into what is essentially an aesthetic
problem—to preserve the Canyon as a visual
experience and to design a highway which
makes that experience accessible without
detracting from it. The initial objective of
placing a safe highway within the narrow
confines of the river gorge may be taken
as the starting point without which there is
no design problem at all.
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2 Narrow canyon cross-section showing
the shelf cut for the present highway
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Highway Requirements

Interstate highway requirements dictate two
42-foot-wide sections of roadway each of
which includes two traffic lanes in each
direction, safety shoulders on both sides of
each roadway, and a safety barrier separating
opposing traffic. In recognition of the
sensitivity of the Canyon, a 50-mph design
speed has been adopted. This speed is less
than the normal design speed for a rural
interstate highway, permitting the highway
to conform more nearly to the curved alinement
of the Canyon.

The Spacial Problem

The spacial problem of accommodating two 29
42-foot-wide sections of highway within the
canyon cross-section is extremely critical.
Very little space is available between the
River and canyon wall along the north side and
still less, because of the railroad, along the
south side. This poses a cross-sectional
placement problem in which the alternatives
are limited. They include excavation of the rock
face and talus slopes, encroachment into the
River, vertical stacking of the roadways, or
raising the highway on structures part-way up
the canyon walls.

111
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west of Shoshone Dama
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Rock Walls

The rock face of the Canyon can be cut and
excavated to gain additional width. However,
the natural rock face is a vital part of the
Canyon's beauty. Excavation will expose
unweathered rock that will not attain a
natural appearance for many years. Improper
techniques used in excavation may also
create a texture and form which is not
compatible with the surrounding natural
formations.

The roadways can also be placed in tunnels;
however, extensive tunneling would be costly.
It would also pose major construction and
rock disposal problems, and prevent viewing
the Canyon from the highway.

Talus Slopes

Talus is basically a collection of fallen
disintegrated rock which has formed a slope
at the foot of a cliff. The material varies
from cobblestone size to very large boulders.
It is a relatively unconsolidated mass and
subject to creep, or gradual movement
downward. The construction problem
associated with the talus is its serious
instability. Talus can be retained but both
design and construction techniques to date
have been costly and not entirely satisfactory.

31





Vegetated river slope along the
present highway

River Encroachment

The River offers space to accommodate part
of the highway. However, moving away from
the canyon face and towards the River also
presents problems. The limit to which an
embankment can be placed into the River
has been defined as the "fill encroachment
line" in a hydrologic report prepared for the
Colorado Department of Highways in 1969.
Embankments in the River must not
significantly reduce the hydraulic capacity
of the channel. Deflections of river flow, if not
properly designed, may result in erosion and
undermining of existing embankments.

33
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Location Considerations

An analysis of alinement possibilities which
concludes with the highway placement
principles followed in the recommended plan.
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Tunnel Portal West of French Creek
Narrow cross-section achieved by use
of barrier walls is illustrated in this
eastbound view one-half mile west of
French Creek. The westbound roadway
is terraced above the eastbound to
provide a view of the River. Tunnel
portal treatment reinforces the subdued
linear aspect of the highway.

Alinement Possibilities

A number of horizontal and vertical roadway
positions were considered and evaluated for
suitability in the Canyon. One general
approach is the combined alinement with
eastbound and westbound roadways on one
side of the River. The roadways could be in
any of four vertical positions relative to each
other (positions A through D in accompanying
sketch):

A Both roadways at the elevation of the
existing roadway at the canyon floor.

B Both roadways close to the canyon floor
but terraced, one roadway slightly above the
other.

C Both roadways elevated substantially
above the canyon floor.

D One roadway close to the canyon floor
and the other roadway "stacked" vertically
above it.

Another approach is the split alignment, with
one roadway on each side of the River.
Positions E and F in the accompanying
sketch illustrate the vertical placement
alternatives for the split alinement.

These general roadway alineMent possibilities 37
were evaluated by the team on the basis of
visual and natural impact, access to the Canyon,
existing development and lateral space.
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Visual and Natural Impact

Since most viewers of the Canyon are and
will continue to be highway travelers, the
most desirable concept is one that retains,
for them, the best natural view of the Canyon.
Construction on the north side only would
leave the south side undisturbed and as
natural as it is today. This location also avoids
physical and visual conflict with the railroad.

A split alinement would offer a lateral view of
both faces of the Canyon, one from each
roadway. But it would impose new construction
along both sides of the River.

A combined alinement with both roadways
at the same level would require encroachment
into the river channel in order to avoid cuts
in the canyon face. Such encroachment can
be reduced or eliminated by stacking, or
terracing, the roadways.

Roadways at low level command the best
view of the Canyon, while retaining close
visual and physical proximity to the River.
Roadways stacked one above the other would
minimize the area required for the highway,
but would severely restrict the view of the
Canyon for anyone on or along the lower
roadway. The two-level structure itself would
tend to be visually obtrusive.

A terraced section, in which the roadways
are located alongside each other but on
different vertical planes, is especially
effective in reducing the amount of visible
pavement. Since the opposing roadway is at
a higher or lower level, the viewer usually
sees only the roadway on which he is traveling.

A highway elevated substantially above the
canyon floor will be visually obtrusive,
requiring extensive, if not continuous,
structure throughout the Canyon. Such a
location would separate the roadway physically
and visually from the Canyon with no obvious
and direct relationship to the River
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11=:: A combined alinement along the north canyon
wall has the strong advantage of providing
access to overlook or activity areas from both
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roadways. A split alinement would require a
dual system of stopping points or, alternatively,

fil=2 a series of river crossings. Access from a
continuously elevated route to the canyon
floor would be difficult. Long access ramps,
visually obtrusive and costly, would be required.
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Existing Development

The presence of the railroad prevents the use
of a combined alinement on the south side of
the River. The railroad also poses problems
of structural and visual conflict with the
eastbound roadway of the split alinement
except in selected areas.

Other developments such as the power plant
and dam pose physical problems for a
combined alinement on the north side for a
short distance. Access to the highway must
be maintained for the Bair Ranch on the
south side of the River

Lateral Space

Lateral space requirements can be met by
cutting into the canyon face, encroaching into
the River, terracing the roadways, or separating
them, with one roadway on either side of the
River. Because of the serious and long-lasting
visual and construction problems encountered
in excavating the canyon face, the design
team agreed that such excavation should be
avoided wherever possible. Where it is
unavoidable, techniques must be carefully
selected to preserve a natural appearance.

Filling into the River is possible only within
strict limits. Some encroachment by roadway
support piers extending into the River is
possible, but the flood capacity, hydraulic
characteristics, and visual integrity of the
River must be respected.

Splitting the roadways appears conceptually
to be a logical alternative to gain lateral
space. However, location of the railroad on
the south bank of the River precludes this
possibility in many areas, except with
encroachment in the river channel.
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Shoshone Power Plant
Scenic value of a split alignment
section is suggested in this view
looking east opposite the power plant.
It also shows the combination of linear
structure and landscaped slope along
the river edge. Placement of roadway,
together with painting and landscaping,
helps subdue the visual impact of the
power plant.

Placement Principles

Four general placement principles emerged as
a result of the consideration of various
alinement alternatives:

1 Both roadways should be located along the
north bank of the River wherever feasible.

2 The profile of the roadways should be kept
close to the canyon floor.

3 The highway should be oriented laterally
toward the river edge and away from the
canyon face.

4 Where possible, the westbound roadway
should be terraced above the eastbound
roadway elevation.

Taken together, these principles describe.a
standard highway-canyon relationship which
provided a basis for the design concept,
departed from only for special cause.

41
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The Design Concept

Three components of the design concept are
discussed in the major sections of this
chapter. The section on the Recommended
Plan describes the general location of the
highway in the Canyon and estimates the cost
of the highway. A section on Highway Design
Elements considers the structural elements
of the highway and the methods proposed for
protecting the canyon face and developing
the river edge. The concluding section
describes the concept for scenic and
recreational facilities.

The map on pages 70 and 71 locates the scenic
and recreational facilities and prominent
highway design features.





Crossing East of Bear Creek
The eastbound roadway crosses the
River at the start of the split alignment
section in this view looking west toward
the Bear Creek side canyon (top right).
The view also illustrates the treatment
of river edge fill along the westbound
roadway.

The Recommended Plan

The plan that best incorporates the objectives
and placement principles developed by the
team is presented on pages 46 through 55.
At the top of each page is a picture of a
contour model on which the River and the new
roadways are shown schematically. The picture
shows the steepness and width of the Canyon
at that location. Typical cross-sections of the
roadways are exhibited above the plan to
indicate the horizontal and vertical relationship
of the roadways to canyon face and river edge.
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Description

From the west end of the project to just east
of Grizzly Creek, the roadways are adjacent
to each other. They closely follow the existing
roadway elevation to the West Bend Overlook
where the westbound roadway is terraced
about 10 feet above the eastbound roadway.

Beyond Grizzly Creek, to just east of the
Shoshone Power Plant, one roadway is
located on each side of the River. The
roadways are at the same relative elevation
as the existing road. This limited use of the
split alinement is a response to scenic
opportunity, as well as to the physical
problem posed by the power plant.

A roadway along the south bank in this sector
broadens the scenic experience, giving the
eastbound traveler a dramatic view toward the
north rim of the Canyon. It also provides a
new relationship to the river-edge prospect
for the westbound traveler. It is, at the same
time, only a qualified split, short enough not
to require access points or overlooks south
of the River. The railroad in this section is set
back from the River and elevated 40 to 50
feet above it. This provides space for a
roadway which does not interfere visually or
physically with the railroad. Both of the river
crossings are at bends in the Canyon, where
they can be relatively inconspicuous as part
of necessary curves in the roadway.

Whether the roadways are split or not in the
power plant sector, the eastbound road would
be largely on river-edge structure, with the
amount and cost of structure approximately
the same.

East of the split to Shoshone Dam, the
roadways are adjacent horizontally along the
north side. Vertically, the westbound roadway
is terraced about six feet above the
eastbound roadway. Throughout this area,
bridges and cantilever structures are
necessary to avoid excessive encroachments
in the River. The roadways again generally
follow the elevation of the existing highway.

At Shoshone Dam, the roadways begin to rise
to enter a tunnel at the Hanging Lake area.
They rise to a maximum height above the
existing highway of approximately 50 feet at
the tunnel portals. The height was determined
by tunnel portal location and design and the
desire to bridge the existing vegetation at
one of the focal points of the Canyon's
scenic attractions. At both portals, the
roadways are terraced to give the traveler
a better view.

East of Hanging Lake Tunnel to French
Creek, the roadways are adjacent and return
to the elevation of the existing highway.
Just west of French Creek, the westbound
roadway is placed in tunnel partly to avoid a
major rock cut or river encroachment, and
partly to enhance the scenic impact at that
point. Throughout this area, special river edge
treatments are necessary.

East of French Creek, past the Bair Ranch,
to Cottonwood Creek, the roadways are
adjacent horizontally, with short sections of
terracing and special river edge treatments.



Cost

The total estimated construction cost for the
plan as presented is $109,200,000. This does
not include right-of-way or relocation costs.
Estimated costs for highway components are
as follows:

Item Cost

Grading and Drainage $ 6,600,000

Roadways
Normal Sections 6,000,000
Cantilevers and Bridges 60,000,000
Tunnels 15,500,000
Roadside Improvements
Ramps, Service Roads, Parking 4,800,000
Overlooks 1,300,000
Lighting and Signing 500,000
Landscaping 200,000
Engineering and Contingencies 14,300,000

Total Estimated Construction Cost $109,200,000

The cost estimate is based on 1973 unit
prices from the Colorado Department of
Highways, applied to order-of-magnitude
estimates of quantities.





Shoshone Activity Area
This view from the south bank of the
River centers on the highway at the foot
of Dead Horse Creek Canyon where a trail
ascends to Hanging Lake. A major
activity area extends along the River
and around the canyon bend at right
with the present highway serving as an
access road and river edge drive. A
boat launching facility can be seen
directly below the tunnel portals.

Highway Design Elements

This section describes the elements of both
highway design and environmental protection
proposed as part of the concept. It includes
methods of protecting the canyon face where
cuts and tunnels are required, and of treating
the river edge slope. Succeeding subsections
describe the typical roadway cross-sections
proposed and the use of the concrete barrier
for safety and aesthetic purposes. The section
concludes with a discussion of landscaping
design.
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The Canyon Face

Some rock cuts and retaining walls for talus
slopes are necessary. To avoid them completely
would push the roadways so far up the canyon
face that service and access become a
problem—or so far over the River that the
river scene is diminished. The major rock cuts
are identified in the table below.

Station
Length
(Feet)

Maximum Height
(Feet)

24-25 100 20
80-81 100 20
145-149 400 35
263-269 600 20
283-287 400 10
299-301 200 20
319-321 200 20
368-369 100 40
446-452 600 120
490-493 300 80

Total 3000 Feet

Natural appearance of the rock cuts is
essential. It can be achieved with careful
attention to the jointing of the natural rock
strata followed by stability calculations. Nearly
vertical cuts will be feasible at most locations in
the Canyon due to the predominantly vertical

jointing in the pre-Cambrian and Sawatch rock
formations. With relatively flat bedding planes
in the Canyon, flattening the slope of the rock is
neither necessary nor helpful in increasing
stability. Where necessary, artificial
reinforcement such as anchorage or tying
can provide the stability required. More
detailed study of the geo-mechanical
properties of the rock structure will be
required to determine if reinforcement is
necessary.

Talus slopes, by their nature, are difficult to
retain by conventional methods of design and
construction. Even relatively low walls would
require considerable disturbance of the
slope and its flora.

Where such disturbance is required, a
construction technique should be utilized that
essentially leaves the slope above the wall
untouched. Vertical and horizontal members
are placed and anchored to rock in a
sequence that constructs the wall and retains
the slope as the excavation is made. Talus
cuts that must be retained are identified below.

Station
Length
(Feet)

53-58 500
72-76 400
105-112 700

Total 1600 Feet
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C=EI

11=11 Tunnels

gi=11 Short tunnels are employed in two locations.
At Hanging Lake, the tunnels avoid an

R=11 unacceptable highway curve and serious rock
cuts at a scenically sensitive point. A single
roadway tunnel west of French Creek is used
partly to avoid encroachment and partly to
enhance the scenic impact at that point.

10=2 Both tunnel sites will require the construction
of sloped tunnels. Locating sloped tunnels in
mountains is usually delicate, since the rock

C:=:11 
is as a rule more weathered, of low strength,
and may in the case of adverse stratification,
involve danger of sliding as well as that of
imbalanced creep pressures. In such cases,

gt=i1 the dip of major structural features in the
rock mass, whether inward or outward, is of

glit=1 paramount importance. Outward dip of rock
layers is especially dangerous for open routes,
and even sloped tunnels must be located
deeper in the mountain side under such

Orf=i circumstances. A cover of adequate depth is
of primary importance and should be deeper
(150-180 feet) in older rock that is more

Ilt=11 
exposed to weathering. In fresh, solid young
rock formations from which the decomposed

gtti surface layers were removed by glacier action,
the depth of cover can be 30 to 90 feet. The

itt=1 proposed tunnels have been located
accordingly. Preliminary field investigations

OZZI:11 indicate that with the exception of talus
materials at the Hanging Lake tunnel location,
no adverse geological conditions appear to

It=1 
prevail at the proposed sites.

111:=11

The tunnels at Hanging Lake will be
approximately 1400 feet long and will
penetrate pre-Cambrian rock that is
moderately jointed. The maximum depth of
cover at this site is approximately 450 feet.
A minimum distance of 37 feet is recommended
between the twin bores. The talus material at
both portals is believed to be only a few feet
deep. To assure stability, it will need to be
retained prior to making a cut for the tunnel
portals.

The geological conditions west of French Creek
are somewhat different from those at Hanging
Lake. The proposed single opening is
approximately 500 feet long and will be located
in considerably fractured sedimentary rock
known as the Sawatch Formation. The maximum
depth of cover at this tunnel location is about 240
feet. The Sawatch Formation is composed of
regularly bedded quartzose sandstone
predominantly cemented with silica. The
sandstone beds dip gently (4° to 9°) in a
southeasterly direction, with bedding planes
that are abrasive and tight. The observed
geological conditions at this site indicate the
formation of large blocks in the crown near
the tunnel heading that may fall into the
tunnel opening before the support structure
is placed. This can be avoided by pretreating
the crown portion of the tunnel heading with
grouted reinforcing bars prior to blasting.
The preferred direction of tunneling at this
location will be to the west.

A uniform tunnel cross-section has been
selected for both sites. It provides a 34-foot
wide roadway and a minimum vertical
clearance of 17V2 feet. The section should
be adequate for natural ventilation considering
that the tunnels will be constructed at an
altitude of 5700 feet and not exceed 1500
feet in length.

Both smooth-wall and presplitting blasting
methods are considered feasible for
excavating the proposed tunnels. The tunnel
portals are located to allow construction
without scarring the rock face above. Portal
canopies serve dual roles by providing
protection from rock and serving as sun
screens. It is suggested that the portals of the
existing tunnels east of Glenwood Springs be
rebuilt to conform to whatever design is
selected for this project.

The River Edge

Filling along the river edge, within established 61
river encroachment limits, to widen the canyon
shelf, is necessary to avoid the canyon face.
Both roadways will be on fill for slightly less
than half the project length, and on fill with
cantilever extension over the River for
approximately one-sixth of the length. For the
remainder, one roadway, or in some cases
both, will be supported on bridges. At two
points, the eastbound roadway bridge will be
placed in the River itself for a very short
distance and rechanneling will be necessary
to maintain an adequate hydrologic
cross-section.

The river edge concept consists of a fill slope
intercepting the water edge for the entire
length of the project. The slope will be
constructed in a manner which avoids
leaving the river edge with an artificial,
unnatural appearance. A natural river edge is
irregular in slope, meandering in edge line,
contains rocks of non-uniform size, and has
scattered vegetation, especially close to the
water. A river edge concept which can
approach this "natural" condition will actually
improve the present edge condition.
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Drawings at left show typical
roadway cross-sections. At top, both

gMali roadways are on structure. At center,
the westbound roadway is on fill with

211

etwdll

cantilever, with the eastbound
roadway on structure. At bottom,
both roadways are on fill with the
westbound roadway terraced above
the eastbound.

Structure Types

The cantilever wall section is an important
environmental and architectural component.
Its purpose is to limit fill encroachment by
allowing the roadway to overhang the River.
Architecturally, it provides a suitable
transition between bridge and fill sections.

The water will not meet the retaining wall
portion of the cantilever, but intersects with
the natural fill slope at the base of the
cantilever. This retains a natural-looking edge
consistent with the design objectives. The
overhang, a maximum of six feet beyond the
wall, is cast-in-place reinforced concrete.

At narrow passages, where the cantilever
cannot provide sufficient width, bridges are
necessary. A prestressed concrete bridge
type is proposed. Major bridges will be box
girder structures, while short-span bridges
can be conventional prestressed concrete
girder structures. These bridge types offer
the best opportunity for continuity of fascia
design throughout the project. The concrete
barrier walls of the roadways and the fascia
design of the cantilevered roadway section
flow smoothly into the bridge shape. While no
span layout has been made, spans of 125 to
150 feet are contemplated. Longer spans are
necessary and desirable for the river crossings
and at the approaches to the Hanging Lake
tunnels.

A foundation design recommendation must
be based on the data collected through
subsurface investigation and testing. However,
available information suggests no apparent
difficulty in founding pier footings on the
underlying "in situ" rock. This may be
accomplished by normal backhoe excavation
for shallow depths in talus and within
cofferdams for larger excavations.

In general, the placement principles adopted
early in the study eliminate the need for
bridge pier construction through deep talus
layers. Should final location or future
subsurface exploration impose this need, a
method of concrete piles or shafts to bedrock
would provide the least disturbance.

63
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Safety and Aesthetics

There is evidence that higher standards,
producing higher quality facilities, provide
safer operating conditions. In addition to the
normal interstate highway design standards
and the 50-mph design speed which
establishes desirable criteria for curvature,
sight distances and design of ramp tapers,
two other important safety features were
included in the design concept. These were
the "safety roadside barriers" and the
delineation of the highway driving lanes from
the shoulders and ramp roadways.

The safety roadside barriers are designed to
keep an out-of-control vehicle from hitting
the canyon wall or running into the River.
If a vehicle hits the wall at a reasonable angle,
the wall's design will redirect the vehicle
along the wall without great damage to the
vehicle.

Use of the safety barriers on both sides of
each roadway also has a benefit in that the
narrowest possible section can be used.
In addition, landscaping can be effectively
placed up to the edge of the walls. The normal
section developed for this project is two 12-
foot lanes in each direction with 10-foot
shoulders on the right and 4-foot shoulders
on the left. A 20-foot rockfall area is provided
between north barrier wall and rock face in the
high cliff areas.

To delineate the driving lanes from the
shoulders and ramps a contrasting material is
recommended for the shoulder and ramp
pavement.

Aesthetically, the safety wall also has a
definite value. In the Canyon, a visual
procession of diverse highway elements could
be distracting, even dangerous. A baseline is
needed against which the traveler, and
especially the driver, can organize and
apportion the changing scene ahead. The
principal device is the safety wall, 28 inches

high, carried continuously along the roadway

edge on slopes, cantilevers, bridges and ramps.

This parapet line complements the horizontal
line of the rock strata. It serves, along with the
River, as a visual base for the canyon walls.
Other roadway elements are subordinate to the

horizontal line, and simplicity of edge and
surface is the rule.

The effect for viewers from the river plane or
from the other bank will be to focus attention
on the highway as horizontal or canyon line
and reduce it as mass. For the traveler, the
effect will be to direct the viewpoint from
the road to the scene ahead.



Landscaping

In all areas requiring new plants, the emphasis
is on re-establishing the natural plant cover. For
over one-half of the project, the space between
the road and the River can be planted. For
approximately one-seventh of the project,
existing planting along the River will remain
in place.

The Soil Conservation Service has compiled a
list of plants found in the Glenwood Canyon
area. The list includes 13 tree species, 27 shrub
varieties, 35 wild flower types and 33 grass
varieties. Selection of plant cover for the Canyon
can be made from that list. However, selection
must be limited to those plants which favor the
various areas of the Canyon.

In general the variables of geology, moisture,
temperature, elevation, exposure to sun and
wind, drainage, absorption, soil composition and
chemical elements, all contribute to the health
and location of plant species and varieties. In the
west ten miles of the Canyon, for example,
Douglas fir thrive on the south side from the
river upward; on the north side only two
quarter-mile stands of fir have been able to
survive. Along the sunny north side in the same
ten-mile segment the slopes support pinon pine,
juniper, and open-to-dense brush cover, on a
modest annual precipitation of between 15 to
20 inches. In the eastern three-mile segment
conditions are desert-like with the annual
precipitation under 12 inches. Soils tend to be
dry, salty, shaly and rocky.

Fortunately, the open river bottom lands
are well distributed over the entire
length of the Canyon, and can be planted or
regenerated with native species. Groupings of
box elder and other deciduous trees in these
spaces will do much to preserve the original
character of the canyon floor.

At overlook and activity areas where people
leave their cars, the design provides parklike
amenities such as foot paths, picnic areas,
seating, and places for the photographer.
Landscaping materials and forms include
deciduous and evergreen trees, wild flowers,
earthforms and boulders.
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Grizzly Creek Activity Area
View from the south bank shows the
park-like character and river
orientation of the activity area.
The shelter plays an important part
in the design, serving as an overlook
and rest area for roadside viewers and
as a transfer point for hikers and
fishermen. There is trail access under
the highway into the Grizzly Creek
side canyon.

Overlooks and Activity Areas

Twelve overlooks or activity areas are
provided in the Canyon, seven for eastbound
users and five for westbound users. The
overlook is a scenic viewpoint, separated
from the highway by a ramp accessible from
one roadway, with space enough for perhaps
a half-dozen cars. This generally describes the
Rocky, Elkboro, and Bookcliff Overlooks.
The West Bend Overlook differs in that it also
provides an opportunity for hiking on the
canyon side above the highway. At French
Creek there are actually two overlooks,
connected for pedestrians by a passage under
the highway, providing access from both
overlooks for hiking and fishing.

Full vehicular interchanges are located at the
major activity areas: Grizzly Creek, Shoshone,
and Bair Ranch. Access at these locations is
provided to the River and the canyon slopes
for boating, fishing, and hiking. Shelters with
picnic tables and restrooms are provided at
the Bair Ranch and Grizzly Creek activity
areas, while at Shoshone, a rustic footbridge
is proposed across the river with nearby
scenic observatory and canyon information
center. Sealed septic systems which have no
effluent are proposed at all shelters in the
activity areas.

The following table lists the overlooks and
activity areas, indicating access and
activities available.

West Bend Overlook
Grizzly Creek
Rocky Overlook
Elkboro Overlook
Shoshone

Access Activities

XX 1 X
XXX 2XX XXX
X xi
X Xi
XXX 4XXXX X

French Creek Overlook XX X 2 XX X
Bair Ranch XXX 2XX X X
Bookcliff Overlook X X 1
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Grizzly Creek

A relatively large vegetated area, such as
exists at Grizzly Creek, is natural for
placement of a full recreational and activity
area. The development is planned to maintain
the natural features of the area where possible
and to replace with plantings the vegetation
that must be removed for construction.

Access at this activity area must be maintained
to a private campground, one private
residence, and a Forest Service picnic
ground. The area is served by a split-
diamond type interchange with approximately
1200 feet of service road. The existing road
to the campground and residence will be
maintained; all other existing buildings will
be removed. The through highway is terraced
into the natural slopes to reduce the visual
impact and to provide more open space for
recreational development. Approximately
500 feet of structure provides an open area
for passage of wild animals to the river edge.
The landscaping and planned development
of this area is conducive to the presence and
passage of animal life.

The recreational and activity area is located
in the central and west end of the segment.
Initial parking for 30 vehicles (22 cars and 8
camper units) is provided. Expansion of these
facilities is possible based on actual need.
A shelter will be built into the natural terrain,
with the roof level at the elevation of the
parking lots. Sloping walkways from the
parking lots to the deck area are provided.
The shelter will provide an observation deck
as well as restroom and information facilities.
Walkways from the deck to the river edge are
provided for those who desire to hike, picnic,
or fish.

Shoshone

The area east of the Shoshone Dam is
remarkably beautiful, dominated by the
towering rock formations east of Dead Horse
Creek, the calm water of the reservoir, and
abundant vegetation. These scenic qualities
and access by trail to Hanging Lake make the
area a natural center for visitors.

The roadway rises east of the dam to
approximately 50 feet above the existing road
at the tunnel portals. Interchanges are
located at the extremes of this bridge-tunnel-
bridge section. For much of its one-mile
length, the present highway will provide scenic
access between interchanges along the river
edge. Visitor facilities are centered near the
west tunnel portal and include parking for 50
or more vehicles, a boat ramp complex,
nature trails, and a rustic pedestrian bridge
across the River. From the bridge, a relaxed
view is provided of the steep canyon walls
enclosing the Shoshone Reservoir and a
look directly into the pool itself. The area
can also include a visitors' center, providing
general information on the Canyon, its flora
and fauna, geological formations and history.
Parking near the information and nature center
is supplemented by additional parking spaces
at the boat ramp.
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ri=di Bair Ranch

01=11 The quiet, open character of this section of
the Canyon makes this an excellent site for a

r11 recreation and activity area. The area will

§=11 also provide access to the Bair Ranch
complex. The gently curved highway is again

n=i recessed and blended into the natural terrain.
Long structure segments are provided to

an72 bridge wildlife migration paths to the water
edge. Access is provided by a split diamond
interchange with approximately 1000 feet of
service drive. The facility layout reflects the

It.Al simplicity of the Grizzly Creek area. The
parking facilities are expandable to meet

rt=:i future needs. Because of the relatively flat

rt=i1 and low terrain, the observation deck and
shelter is at the same elevation as the parking

etZAII lots. The terraced fill, necessary to build the
facilities, slopes gently to the River.

OZ:=11 Walkways are provided from the shelter area
to the River and to designated picnic areas.

tt=11 A private drive and new parking facilities are
provided for the Bair Ranch.

Rt:=11

Bicycle Path

The relatively flat contour of the canyon floor
gives it special value as an area of mountain
scenery accessible to bicyclists. A bicycle
path, separate from the roadways and
extending the length of the Canyon, is included
as part of the design. For much of the route,
the bicycle path is placed in the 20 feet
between the canyon face and the westbound
roadway. The path leaves the canyon face and
follows the river edge in a number of places,
including the activity areas.



To Glenwood Springs

Begin Project

Colorado River

West Bend Overlook
Good view of River and canyon walls.
Built at the site of the State Highway
Maintenance Garage. Access to hiking
on the canyon side of roadway only.

Grizzly Creek Activity Area
Contains a shelter with picnic facilities.
Provides access to river edge and
Grizzly Creek Canyon.

Grizzly Creek

Bear Creek

----------

Shoshone Power Plant
Access provided from westbound
roadway. Recommend power plant be
painted to blend with colors in Canyon
and landscaping provided to screen it
from roadway.

Deadman Creek

Rocky Overlook
Excellent view of rapids when water is
flowing through this reach of the
Colorado River. Very high, rugged
canyon walls in this section.

Shoshone Dam
Roadway is on structure

above the north end of the dam and
does not interfere with operations.

Elkboro Creek

Elkboro Overlook
Good view of river and of Elkboro
Creek Canyon on south side of river.
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11 Shoshone Activity Area Bookcliff Overlook
Parking is provided at the base of Provides an excellent view of a unique

id Dead Horse Creek Canyon for access rock formation on the north face of the

is. M=i1 to the hiking trail to Hanging Lake.
The highway is on structure through
this section to provide opening.

Canyon.
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Dead Horse Creek

Cinnamon Creek

Twin Tunnels
Tunnels 1400 feet long carry the
roadways east of Dead Horse Creek.
They are about 50 feet above the
canyon floor, approached at each end
by long bridge structures.

Lake

al I

Pedestrian Bridge
Rustic pedestrian bridge spans the
Colorado River and provides a
panoramic view of the steep cliffs
enclosing Shoshone Reservoir.

Boat Ramp
Provides launching and parking
facilities for boats, cars and trailers.

Colorado
----------- -----------

French Creek Overlook
Overlooks are provided along both
roadways connected by pedestrian
underpass with access to River. Hiking
and picnicking are also provided for.
Excellent view of River at this wooded
stop.

Single Tunnel
Westbound roadway tunnel 500 feet
long is used to minimize river
encroachment.

Ike Creek
Spruce Creek

Bair Ranch Activity Area
This area is in a relatively open section
of the Canyon. Rest stop includes
shelter, picnic facilities and access to
the River. A private drive and parking
area serve Bair Ranch on the other side
of the River.

I Cottonwood Creek

1/4

To Gypsum

End Project
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Impact on the Setting

A survey of visual and natural impacts with
special attention to minimizing adverse effects
during construction.
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Bookcliff Overlook
The highway edge appears as a strong

a horizontal "parapet line" in this view
approaching the Bookcliff rock
formation from the west. The overlook
ramp at right is on a bridge structure
above the river edge.

PI
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PI

Visual Impact

Aesthetically, the highway is designed to
appear as a strong horizontal line tying
together the succession of vertical canyon
vistas, underscoring the scene without
competing with it. Placement of the highway
close to the River, largely along one side,
preserves both the natural setting and the
view of the other side. It also lowers the
highway profile, reducing its visual
prominence. It keeps overlooks and activity
areas from obtruding high into side canyon
slopes.

Laterally, the highway largely avoids
disturbing the visually dominant canyon face.
Encroachment occurs on the river side, where
a more natural-looking river edge slope will
be developed along the entire 13 miles of the
project. Cantilevers and free-standing structure
rising above this continuous slope will help
to emphasize the River scene for the traveler.

Effect on Plant Life

Location of the highway close to the canyon 75
floor and away from the canyon face will
minimize disturbance to two vital plant
communities: the fir and aspen stands on the
side canyon slopes and the pinon-juniper
growths on the talus slopes. On the canyon
floor where most of the displacement of plant
life will occur, the existing flora were largely
introduced after construction of the present
highway and can be replaced without
serious loss.
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Effect on Wildlife

The highway improvements contemplated
will not change the River's present status as
a fishery, though care will need to be exercised
in the construction stage. The present quality
of the River in the Canyon is largely an effect
of upstream land use and control. Its future
potential as a fishery will also be largely
determined by these factors.

Although Grizzly Creek provides the most
productive small stream fishing, French
Creek, Dead Horse Creek, and other small
feeder streams also contribute to the total
habitat of the Canyon. Each of the tributaries
is appropriately bridged so that this habitat
is not disturbed.

A special effort has been made in the concept
study to provide for the passage of animals
under the new roadways. The primary areas of
activity and use are, of course, the side
canyons and these received primary
consideration. At Grizzly Creek, 500 feet of
structure opening is provided; the entire area
is accessible at the Shoshone activity area
below Dead Horse Creek; and 700 feet of
bridge is recommended for the Bair Ranch
area. Ramp design was influenced by this
concern for animal access to the River.
In addition, at several locations, storm water
passageways are purposely oversized to allow
animals access to the River. These are more
common in the east part of the Canyon where
the deer population is highest.

River Protection

The temporary increase in river water
turbidity which can be expected as a result of
construction activities and the placement of
new fill along the river edge must also be
considered. The central section of the River
between dam and power plant is the most
sensitive to increased turbidity because it is
the cleanest river section in the Canyon.
It is also the most important section for trout
spawning, though most of the spawning takes
place in the clearer waters of the tributary
streams. Temporary blockage or siltation
obstructing free movement or migration of
fish could influence those fisheries, especially
during the fall and spring spawning periods.

Turbidity in the River, especially in the central
section below the dam, will be minimized by
use of rock and boulder fill where necessary.
This is necessary in any case to maintain the
natural character of this portion of the River.
Timing of construction work to avoid the fall
and early spring spawning periods would also
minimize impact on the river fisheries.
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Sound and Air Quality

One effect of a modern limited access highway
will be to reduce stopping and starting,
recognized as major sources of auto emissions
and noise. Through traffic will be able to flow
at a sustained speed without stops and
start-ups.

In the rest areas, some reduction of intensity
levels will be achieved by elevation of the
through roadways. The noise source will be
approximately 20 feet above anyone using the
area. Other known methods of reduction are
neither appropriate nor likely to be effective.
A system of sound barriers at rest areas, for
example, would be distracting and scenically
obstructive.

In general, the design team believes that
highway noise levels and air pollution will
not be factors which discourage use of the
Canyon or reduce the pleasure of spending
time there. There is more concern for the
physical evidence of increased use: litter and
vandalism. A determined maintenance and
surveillance program will be necessary.

Development Impact

Only a few commercial and residential
structures now exist in the Canyon, nearly all
of them on the north side of the River. Most of
them will be removed, including the highway
maintenance garage near the west end,
service stations and a few houses at Grizzly
Creek, a resort below Hanging Lake at what
would be the Shoshone activity area, and
service garages and other scattered structures
at the proposed Bair Ranch activity area.

The concept is also designed to discourage
future development. Locations most attractive
to prospective commercial development are
those which have been designated as activity
areas. If development in the Canyon is to be
fully controlled, however, all land should be
publicly owned. Most of it is, at present, but
an exception is the Bair Ranch area on the
south side of the River. The pursuit of a
"total ownership" policy is recommended
under which Bair Ranch would eventually
be acquired.

One structure which should receive special
attention is the Shoshone Power Plant.
Those primarily interested in a natural
appearance and character of the Canyon
would undoubtedly welcome removal of it
and the power lines. But since it appears the
plant will remain, some effort should be made
to improve its appearance. A modest
treatment of paint and plantings is
recommended.

Maintenance of Traffic

Disruption of traffic can be expected during
construction of the new Interstate facility.
Further detailed study is required to develop a
staged construction sequence which will make
it possible to construct the new highway while
maintaining existing traffic with a minimum
of delays.

One procedure could include initial
construction of the eastbound roadway while
maintaining traffic on the existing road.
With few exceptions there is enough room to
accomplish this without interfering with traffic.
In the areas where the eastbound roadway
construction would conflict with the existing
roadway, traffic could be routed to the
proposed service roads, or to the westbound
lane, which may be constructed first in
particular instances. Generally, those sections
of conflict occur in the wider activity and
overlook areas.

After the eastbound roadway is essentially
completed, two-way traffic could be routed to
the completed sections and work undertaken
on the remaining portions of the westbound
roadway. Bypass roadways will be required
to route traffic from the existing roadway to
completed sections and at other individual
problem areas.

At Hanging Lake, bridge construction should
precede tunnel construction so the approach
structures can serve as work platforms, allowing
minimum disturbance to the portal area.

On the split alinement section hear the power 77
plant, it would be desirable to transport
equipment and material to the south side of
the River via the existing railroad, if possible.
Careful scheduling and coordination with the
Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad
would be required.

The project can be divided into segments for
construction by separate contracts as long as
the work is coordinated for maintenance of
traffic and uniformity of construction.
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